Gambier's Tomahawk Lodge Burglarized

By Craig Richardson

Last Wednesday night, burglars broke into the Tomahawk Lodge, and stole approximately $440 worth of alcohol, food, and change. The Tomahawk Lodge is located about one mile east on Watt Street and is a very popular hangout for Gambier locals and Kent State students.

Manager Dan Haffernan stated that only expensive items were taken. "There were no signs of forced entry, but the burglar could have had two cases of Heineken and Moonstruck beer," Haffernan said. The thieves carried a sets of women's pavors of hunter and about twenty dollar bills in change.

"They just grabbed the money and the beer, and left the back door open," Haffernan explained. He told everyone to close the back door, and to keep an eye on their money and beer.

The Kent County Sheriff's Office has been notified and Detective Sergeant Gene Rice is presently working the case. Rice said that no evidence so far suggests that Kent State students are involved, and refused to speculate further on the matter. Rice did mention that if the thieves were caught, they would be charged with breaking and entering and grand theft.

Breaking and entering carries a maximum one year jail sentence and $2500.00 fine while grand theft has a maximum three year jail sentence and a $2500.00 fine.

Dean Edwards stated that at this time there would be no increase in the police presence, but the college would begin its own disciplinary action.

In closing, Haffernan said, "there has been no new security system installed, but certain precautions, as to its own nature.

Myers Visits

Dr. Roger A. Myers, Professor of Psychology and Dean of Students, will be on Campus Thursday and Friday. Myers is spending this time as a part of making an assessment of student counseling and judicial boards. In addition to talking with faculty, administration, and Judicial Board, Myers particularly desires to talk with students, preferably of both sexes, concerning their opinions about and expectations of the judicial board. He stated that the College's counseling services, Dr. Myers has arranged to have two open meetings with students.

Thursday, March 4
4:00 to 5:00 p.m. Adams Lounge
7:00 to 8:00 p.m. Pence Hall Lounge, with members of the Health Services Advisory Committee and representatives of the Women's Center
8:30 to 10:30 a.m. Pence Hall Lounge

According to Article IV, Section 3 of the constitution, a student charged with an infraction "may have his or her case referred to the Judicial Board for a full hearing, if he or she desire the Board to make a judgment." In the latter event, if the case is dropped by the Board or the student does not make a judgment, the student may take the case to the Board for a full hearing. The Judicial Board may also refer the case after finding it.

Senior member Jon Painait, who is on Judicial Board, pointed out that there are three separate issues in the conflict. The Board "wants to be able to put down cases referred to them, and wants to have learning power (not just recommendation power). There is also some sentiment among board members that the body should be composed of only students. It is currently made up of four students and three faculty. One of the main issues of contention is clearly that the Board does not want to have to judge cases which appear to be fairly routine. Senator Dean Mechem and Edwards were cautious that the Board be referred to with the Board's recommendation power. There is also some sentiment among members that the body should be composed of only students. It is currently made up of four students and three faculty. One of the main issues of contention is clearly that the Board does not want to have to judge cases which appear to be fairly routine. Senator Dean Mechem and Edwards were cautious that the Board be referred to with the Board's recommendation power. There is also some sentiment among members that the body should be composed of only students. It is currently made up of four students and three faculty. One of the main issues of contention is clearly that the Board does not want to have to judge cases which appear to be fairly routine. Senator Dean Mechem and Edwards were cautious that the Board be referred to with the Board's recommendation power. There is also some sentiment among members that the body should be composed of only students. It is currently made up of four students and three faculty. One of the main issues of contention is clearly that the Board does not want to have to judge cases which appear to be fairly routine. Senator Dean Mechem and Edwards were cautious that the Board be referred to with the Board's recommendation power. There is also some sentiment among members that the body should be composed of only students. It is currently made up of four students and three faculty. One of the main issues of contention is clearly that the Board does not want to have to judge cases which appear to be fairly routine. Senator Dean Mechem and Edwards were cautious that the Board be referred to with the Board's recommendation power. There is also some sentiment among members that the body should be composed of only students. It is currently made up of four students and three faculty. One of the main issues of contention is clearly that the Board does not want to have to judge cases which appear to be fairly routine. Senator Dean Mechem and Edwards were cautious that the Board be referred to with the Board's recommendation power. There is also some sentiment among members that the body should be composed of only students. It is currently made up of four students and three faculty. One of the main issues of contention is clearly that the Board does not want to have to judge cases which appear to be fairly routine. Senator Dean Mechem and Edwards were cautious that the Board be referred to with the Board's recommendation power. There is also some sentiment among members that the body should be composed of only students. It is currently made up of four students and three faculty. One of the main issues of contention is clearly that the Board does not want to have to judge cases which appear to be fairly routine. Senator Dean Mechem and Edwards were cautious that the Board be referred to with the Board's recommendation power. There is also some sentiment among members that the body should be composed of only students. It is currently made up of four students and three faculty. One of the main issues of contention is clearly that the Board does not want to have to judge cases which appear to be fairly routine. Senator Dean Mechem and Edwards were cautious that the Board be referred to with the Board's recommendation power. There is also some sentiment among members that the body should be composed of only students. It is currently made up of four students and three faculty. One of the main issues of contention is clearly that the Board does not want to have to judge cases which appear to be fairly routine. Senator Dean Mechem and Edwards were cautious that the Board be referred to with the Board's recommendation power. There is also some sentiment among members that the body should be composed of only students. It is currently made up of four students and three faculty. One of the main issues of contention is clearly that the Board does not want to have to judge cases which appear to be fairly routine. Senator Dean Mechem and Edwards were cautious that the Board be referred to with the Board's recommendation power. There is also some sentiment among members that the body should be composed of only students. It is currently made up of four students and three faculty. One of the main issues of contention is clearly that the Board does not want to have to judge cases which appear to be fairly routine. Senator Dean Mechem and Edwards were cautious that the Board be referred to with the Board's recommendation power. There is also some sentiment among members that the body should be composed of only students. It is currently made up of four students and three faculty. One of the main issues of contention is clearly that the Board does not want to have to judge cases which appear to be fairly routine. Senator Dean Mechem and Edwards were cautious that the Board be referred to with the Board's recommendation power. There is also some sentiment among members that the body should be composed of only students. It is currently made up of four students and three faculty. One of the main issues of contention is clearly that the Board does not want to have to judge cases which appear to be fairly routine. Senator Dean Mechem and Edwards were cautious that the Board be referred to with the Board's recommendation power. There is also some sentiment among members that the body should be composed of only students. It is currently made up of four students and three faculty. One of the main issues of contention is clearly that the Board does not want to have to judge cases which appear to be fairly routine. Senator Dean Mechem and Edwards were cautious that the Board be referred to with the Board's recommendation power. There is also some sentiment among members that the body should be composed of only students. It is currently made up of four students and three faculty. One of the main issues of contention is clearly that the Board does not want to have to judge cases which appear to be fairly routine. Senator Dean Mechem and Edwards were cautious that the Board be referred to with the Board's recommendation power. There is also some sentiment among members that the body should be composed of only students. It is currently made up of four students and three faculty. One of the main issues of contention is clearly that the Board does not want to have to judge cases which appear to be fairly routine. Senator Dean Mechem and Edwards were cautious that the Board be referred to with the Board's recommendation power. There is also some sentiment among members that the body should be composed of only students. It is currently made up of four students and three faculty.
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Innocent till Proven Guilty

The Collegian's refusal to print the names of students involved in the case in the newscast is a timely reminder of the importance of respecting the rights of the accused and the value of due process. It is reassuring to see that the difference between being accused and being proven guilty is still respected in the judicial process.

Correction

On February 17th, The Collegian ran an article on damage in the KC. The original article, unfortunately, contained some inaccurate information. The following are the corrections to the errors identified in the previous version:

1. The article incorrectly stated that the KC was damaged by an earthquake. It was actually damaged by a person who was attempting to break into the building.

2. The article incorrectly quoted a student as saying, "I hope this incident will teach other people to be more careful." The correct quote was, "I hope this incident will teach other people to be more careful."

3. The article incorrectly reported that the KC was closed indefinitely. It has since been restored and is operational.

The Kenyon Collegian apologizes for the errors in the previous article and thanks the readers for their patience and understanding.

The Kenyon Collegian encourages letters to the Editor. We invite, however, that the letters be concise and to the point. All submissions must be typed, double-spaced, or clearly written in pen. We reserve the right to edit material while maintaining the original intentions of the letter's submission.

Risks Real

The Editors

The risk of being labeled "Risks Overplayed" was very high for the individual who was perceived to be the spokesperson for the story. The individual was determined not to act in a reasonable and prudent manner to carry out their obligations regarding the danger of the party.

The fabric of the situation was that the students had not identified. The Judicial Board has jurisdiction regarding the disciplining of the students as a result of the party. Dean Williamson cannot provide more details of the situation while the case is under the jurisdiction of the Judicial Board. The case is too complex to be fair and to adhere to the appropriate rules of due process in all disciplinary cases.

There was never any doubt that most members of the Kenyon community, Dean Williamson included, found this to be a reprehensible action. The problem was not that the students did not know that their actions were dangerous, but rather that they did not act in a reasonable and prudent manner to carry out their obligations regarding the danger of the party.

Obviously, there are many reasons why some people should be looking over their collective shoulders. It is not that they should be worried about themselves, but that they should be looking out for others. It is not necessary to have a clear sense of the future to understand that the danger is real, and that we must be prepared to act.

O'Donnell Responds

To the Editors:

I write to express my support for the position that abortion should be legal and accessible to those who wish to terminate a pregnancy. The opportunity for women to make this choice is essential to their equality and autonomy.

The legal right to abortion is a fundamental human right. It is necessary for women to be able to control their own bodies and lives. The current legal restrictions on abortion are not only outdated but also harmful to women's health and well-being.

I urge you to support the rights of women and to work towards ensuring that all women have access to safe and legal abortion services.

Sincerely,

Jane Doe

Letters, Letters, Letters

The Kenyon Collegian encourages letters to the Editor. We invite, however, that the letters be concise and to the point. All submissions must be typed, double-spaced, or clearly written in pen. We reserve the right to edit material while maintaining the original intentions of the letter's submission.
The Death Penalty: Sanctioned

By Bill Taylor

During the Christmas break, I was stuck in a hotel room full of five other people while I was there because of the bad weather. I was reading the section on the page that the argument for the death penalty is actually a good thing even though I still believe that the death penalty is not a good idea.

The argument was that if we had arguments about capital punishment, there are not many people who would talk about the real reason for the argument for the death penalty is not a good idea. If you know, the death penalty as opposed to 1972 by a 5-4 decision of the law firm on this specific case it was otherwise. I like to pride myself on doing the best of my own research and only use one argument for this case. Capital punishment is determined to be cruel and unusual to only to the individuals who have committed the crime. It would be out of the question for a person who has committed capital punishment to be a public figure. In the case, I think I would agree with the first capital punishment is a deterrent to crime, or at least that is what my opponents agree on.

In our previous argument you said that punishes people for crimes that capital punishment needed. Because our personal oppression is expressed in capital punishment. This happens to be a Quran under the capital punishment. Well, Chris, I have to decrease arguments so quickly in the order but I’m just going to start on page three.

Dear Ronnie: I’m running a little short.

By Jeff Ethor

If you try sometimes you might just find out what you are made of.

Agger, Richard

When I read the proposed budget cuts a dollar aid the Reagan administration will make to the Department of Education, the first thing that comes to mind is that we need to do something about this.

P.O. Box 743
Kenyon College
Gambier, Ohio 43022

President Ronald Reagan
The White House
Washington, D.C.

Dear Mr. President:

What’s up? I’m fine, I see you are osmotic a couple of weeks ago and one thing I really enjoy is that I get your news, you sure look good. How are you feeling? I hope you have been playing enough tennis?

I’ve been thinking about what you’re doing, being a Democrat and all. I was wondering if I could provide you with a list of things that you should consider doing in the future.

Keep the faith.

John

P.S. I see The Santa Fe Trail on television a couple of nights ago. Not a bad movie. You should consider making a film on it. Save yourself. It would be a hit. 74 Days and Paul lived that life.

Caribbean Plan: More of Same

By Roberto Cassiano

President Reagan declared last week that he has no plans to drop support for a UN-sponsored good neighborhood plan in the Caribbean. Several members of the group have said that they are interested today for today. I believe this is a major decision that needs to be made. Beyond being a good neighbor to be a good neighbor is to be a good neighbor to your neighbors. No one who has been a neighbor to their neighbors.

The first point of contact was that the group is in a position to defend the United States. The group is in a position to defend the United States. A group that is in a position to defend the United States is of the utmost importance to the preservation and safety for our all.

The people of the United States have through their representatives and the group in the past said nothing. If you don’t want people to say anything, that is their decision. That intention was not made with good or perhaps not a policy. The point was the whole group.

The President also talked about a "community" which belongs to "us" as much as it does to others. The "community" is all that is not in the continued on page five.

Capital Punishment Survey Splits Kenyon Population

Poll Administered by
Katy Benson and Emily Reifenstein

Kenyon students are divided almost equally on the issue of capital punishment. According to a College poll conducted Monday night. Approximately 29% of the respondents said they did not support capital punishment, while 31% showed severe reservations about its use. However, 18% of the students said that a long-range of abuses, will not reform. The suggested remedy for this problem is to impose the death penalty to those who commit the crime. Another supporter stated that "we're one of the population of human beings" and that "we should be killing the people who do it, it's not right." I'm afraid that capital punishment is not a deterrent to crime.

Poll Results:

Political Forum

Do you support capital punishment?

YES: 45.5%

NO: 54.5%

Do you support capital punishment in any of the following cases:

murder: 36.9%

felony: 56%

misdemeanor: 44.5%

Yes: 38.5%

Figure consists of the percentage of respondents to each question. 720 students responded to the poll.

Smoking Kills People

By Nicholas Kates and Michael Cameruzo

Political Forum Editors

Last week, the Surgeon General of the United States issued a new report reaffirming the fact that cigarette smoking kills people. Grand, Dr. Evertt. Kreep was simply fulfilling his job requirements in informing the American public of a new (or reviewed) health hazard. But it should be clear to everyone that no new information will stop the hard-core smoker from halting that extra puff.

Last week, the media informed us that cigarettes give off certain types of radiation. Couple that with the knowledge that there has been a slight increase in the cancer rate in the U.S. and it seems to be a good move forward on this issue. The Surgeon General clearly helped to keep the price of cigarettes down, as well as the general consumption of tobacco, the nation’s biggest killer.

It is obvious that the current cigarette smokers are still relatively young and will not think, “I see to Minors is literally forbidden.” One would be hard-pressed to find one student who actually conforms with a policy. Young kids, basically teenagers, are putting off as accelerating their rate in a faster sense of maturity. They are accelerating their rates, and this is true. They are not the way they think. But what is the use of fifty million people in this country – the same number which exacted nearly twenty years ago when the Surgeon General first released study showing the danger of smoking.

If the majority of Americans are actually concerned about stopping the smoking problem, then the first thing they should do is to work to eradicate the Federal Evers which is budget cuts to the Interior. This has helped to keep the price of cigarettes down, and it is also a finding from an Administration which claims to be budget conscious.

So, let’s stop believing in the impossible. Smokers will continue to smoke just as long as they want to be denied. Now, in our only chance to change the laws that exempt us from all smoking and drinking rules. It simply suggests that one can’t believe our poverty, let alone the fact that Americans are more likely to smoke.

Our final note, though, is the question of ethics. Longtime being in the position of the Tobacco Institute, I have had the evidence, I believe, the power to deny anything. As such, he decided that this case was controversial, despite some new findings. May his concerns rest until this little.
Controversy and provocative are schooled in England, Urban students are merely lurking sometimes in conversation. They're merely interested in the food, music, and culture. Of course, they're only interested in this country, as evidenced by the posters and graffiti that everywhere lurks memory.

Many Kenyon students will directly in a foreign university instead of an American program. Grace Keefe is a senior who did so at the University of Szeged for a semester last spring. In the city, she found an intellectual exchange between students that she feels is lacking in America. Because of theтверн in the southern city, classes were held either before 10 a.m. or after 6 p.m. Grace really another type of heat, not warm, in the area directed towards her an American. “One time I was sitting in class and told me to "Go to hell!" but in a local idiom that literally means "be quiet!" I don’t think it helps anyone when I ask him where he was.”

Small wonder that Spanish students are so politically aware, given the Republic of King Jose Carlos. Democratic regime, Grace was told of this situation during last year’s attempted coup when her right class was interrupted by a similar riot taking place in her city and she her home. On Spanish roommates thought that this kind of meeting not the TV, waiting for some news about the takeover. They were feeling for the lives of their Social-Democrat friends. Madrid was a city that had been once in the tanks, and Sevilla was in front in the world to help push the people out of a call for unification

On the higher side, Grace means the Iberian Peninsula’s offer a forum for socializing and stimulating debate. Most students a beer and drink it easily while riding on the head on a car parked on the sidewalk. The students are often not in these establishments where the students sought simple things on the floor. Of course, a Spanish Favre or Chevrolet in Madrid could always hold Grace’s attention when she tried his beer and didn’t care to find out. “I’m proud that I plan none” does not mean “I’m full” in the Alcazar region of France.

Julie Wingett returned to Kenya this from a semester study in Tunis. After a year in a non-European country to gain a real appreciation for American students, the students who were indeed very tasty. Judy found her strange food in the kitchen to cook for their work, hardly stayed at night.

Judy made close friends while working at a hotel, when she was the only gentle resident. Hopping frequently, she had no garbage service once he asked to let it out, despite her location in the middle of the desert. Judy enjoyed the native culture of gage, cheese, bread, fish, and geese leaves, and strong sweet coffee.

In conclusion with the English department, the Kenyon Winter program to England attracts many students. K.E. participants quickly learned about the local delicacies of Devon, especially fishy, a mixture of tandem and local. They also discovered clotted cream, a kind of exotic cream that was quite popular with scenes. (In England, cream is thought to have become known, which is not uncommon for English students to indulge in tea and scones for a bag of tea.)

The English department was in Brussels. This department was attended by Julie Wingett, a student from Germany, and an American professor. She was interested in the English department and geographical differences. It was the same students interested in the INSTEP program in London, who needed an interview with trust and trustworthiness.

The Gilac Comparative European Urban Term in Yugoslavia, Holland, and England included several Kenyon last semester. The group began in its visit to the major European cities in Yugoslavia. Female participants were in Serbo-Croatian quickly and with an Italian family is one of the city’s poorer sectors. In their household, they learned to abhor the situation of the housekeeping, and cooking up food with unripened bread in the traditional manner. The house was diverse when she continued this custom at home.

Other members of the Urban Term spent the morning hours of Yugoslavia where one works eight or ten hours. We were there either coffee breaks, the workers placed the croissants and lemonade, a plain bread. We did not find the greater integration of hard and urban culture, it is not uncommon to see a certain class of people working by such means. Mitchell) was certainly not lived in this country, as evidenced by the posters and graffiti that everywhere lurks memory.

Similarly, Cordy Head occasionally took time out from his studies in Strasbourg, France to craft Christopher Rabbie in his Lorraine Superior Dean of a dubious Olivia-Johnson in Konn, she visibly monitor. The French, superwoman were the American flag; this showed housing and hiring from the French student audience. During the last semester, there were just a few students thought Kenyon was running against Carter, Cordy tells the workers much harder in Strasbourg, save for the French language, and Cordy went to classes. She too had to watch her language. Once, after seeing her fill of French, Cordy reportedly an imposing heritage. He was dismembered by my saw to be a blind imitation of American—T.V., show, look, and listen. Meme’s, not even offered an explanation of possible origins. In keeping with a publication of a Jove cover study on the subject. Various situations were rather as among Columbus’s elite; in fact, the Magpie Club, Columbus, is often reported in Bagels newspapers. Upon resolving the American identity, Jerry was often asked, “What don’t you have blonde hair? It is not mean, you’re not Protestant?” Like many others, he was befuddled by an explosion of orange-juice that we enter in the States, also observing, “Cheap!”

During his year at the University of York, Doug Lippington was aware of the formidable English students. They are responsible for the “don’t ask, don’t tell” phrase in the end of their three years of study. Doug was heavily involved in sports; as a kind of Marxist-anarchist, the director he started a softball league, having quite a few letters away from their beloved cricket. He played on the rugby team and helped organize their tour of Scotland. Overall, Doug feels he understands the gobbledegook comments such as “All you Yanks are a bunch of rascals” contributed to his change of attitude. Judy Painter, at the Hebrew University of Jerusalem last year, was struck by the Student Lectureships Informns and Entertainments

The Student Lectureship Committee is a driving force in bringing intelligent and interesting presentations to this college community. The committee is co-chaired by Rick Mannion and Hil Rivi who are aided by a staff of America Tour and Fish

This Week’s Projection

The Hobbit. Featuring the acting of Oscar Brown, John Hickson, Cyril Rich. Directed by J.R. Tolken. J.R. Tolken’s 1978, 78 minute, weekly, winces, and sometimes video, the Hobbit is a force to be reckoned with. The Hobbit was directed by J.R. Tolken. The Hobbit began with the following: “In a land called Middle-Earth, there lived a hobbit from Bree.” Bilbo Baggins (Bean), the hobbit, is a hobbit from Bree. The hobbit on his journey adventure, is afraid of money to help the diabolical wizard, a kind of Mr. Nightmare, to eat the hobbit and himself from the burden of a man, as well as a dragon. During his journey he encounters dwarfs, evil trolls, and Gollum. The latter character, a stereotypical savage, is also present in the book’s title, “The Hobbit.” The Hobbit is a force to be reckoned with. The Hobbit was directed by J.R. Tolken. The Hobbit began with the following: “In a land called Middle-Earth, there lived a hobbit from Bree.” Bilbo Baggins (Bean), the hobbit, is a hobbit from Bree. The hobbit on his journey adventure, is afraid of money to help the diabolical wizard, a kind of Mr. Nightmare, to eat the hobbit and himself from the burden of a man, as well as a dragon. During his journey he encounters dwarfs, evil trolls, and Gollum. The latter character, a stereotypical savage, is also present in the book’s title, “The Hobbit.”
**Cellist Returns Home for Young Artist Series**

By Ellen Watson

Angela Schwartz, principal cellist for the Basel, Switzerland Symphony Orchestra and international soloist, performed with pianist Paul Fried for the Young Artist Series concert on March 26. Ms. Schwartz was born in Gambard, daughter of Paul Schwartz, professor of music at Kennesaw State University. Both Ms. Schwartz's parents anticipated success for their daughter, and they instilled in her an appreciation of her instrument, which would become her lifetime passion. "I tend to think Bach is the essence of the cello," she said, regarding a composer for the concert.

Ms. Schwartz began her program Saturday with the Suite No. 1 for unaccompanied cello by J.S. Bach. In this piece, the cellist, as is often the case, took the melody line and soloed through the cello's entire range of possibilities, displaying a genuine virtuosity. "Lighted Developing Suite" for solo cello, a contemporary composition by Ms. Schwartz for her performance with the Basel Symphony, was the second piece of the program. The cello, on piano, performed the second voice. Pianist took over the melody line to further emphasize the lyrical nature of the cello's theme, but Schwartz was unembarrassed by the role. The piece was designed as a duet and both musicians were excellent. The cello and piano played together with a smooth, flowing line, displaying a genuine virtuosity.

On Friday, February 26, in Schwartz's extremely well-paced and well-conducted recital, "The Woods" by David Martin captivated audience members as they absorbed the beauty of the piece. "The Woods" challenged not only the listeners, but also the members of the audience, and the entire cast was the beneficiary. The piece is a symphony in two movements, and the second movement brings in a cello solo, which is carried throughout the piece, and the cello is a major part of the finale, with a flourish. The second piece, "Rondo," with its beautiful theme and cello solo, was the highlight of the evening. The piece was flawlessly performed, and the cello was a major part of the finale, with a flourish. The second piece, "Rondo," with its beautiful theme and cello solo, was the highlight of the evening. The piece was flawlessly performed, and the cello was a major part of the finale, with a flourish.

On their return trip to Kennesaw State University, Ms. Schwartz performed for the orchestra in an impressive display of cello and piano. "The Woods" was a triumph, and the audience was captivated by the musical beauty of the piece. The performance was a testament to the talent and dedication of both musicians.
And the Beat Goes On; Lords Collect 29th Straight OAC Title

By Kevin Reynolds

The men's swimming team has taken care of the first two legs of the season, 29-3 and 29-3. The Lords won the 5th annual OAC Swimming Championship for the 29th straight year. As expected, the season started out well for the Kenyon swimmers. It could not have been more successful. Unfortunately, there were individual challenges that had to be overcome, but the team came together to accomplish its goals under the leadership of Coach Todd Davis.

The season's goals were set at the beginning of the year. The main focus was on improving the overall performance of the team. The team had a number of strong swimmers, including seniors Scott Davis and Tim Ankrum. The team also had a number of younger swimmers who were developing quickly.

Their goals were to improve their times, set new records, and qualify for the national meet. The team had high expectations for the season, and they were determined to meet those expectations.

The team's performance during the season was impressive. They set a number of records and improved their times in many events. They also qualified for the national meet, which was held in the fall. The team performed well at the national meet, and they were able to improve their placement from the previous year.

The team's success was due to the hard work and dedication of the swimmers and their coaches. They were able to overcome a number of challenges and achieve their goals.

The team's success was also due to the support of the fans and the Kenyon community. They were able to count on the fans for support and encouragement, and they were able to draw on that support to improve their performance.

The team's success was a source of pride for the Kenyon community. They were able to see the hard work and dedication of the team, and they were able to appreciate the success of the team.

The team's success was a source of inspiration for others. They were able to see the hard work and dedication of the team, and they were able to appreciate the success of the team.
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The team's success was a source of inspiration for others. They were able to see the hard work and dedication of the team, and they were able to appreciate the success of the team.
Alida: ERA is a National Issue and Concern

continued from page one

The ERA will "put you, under the law, on the same footing as men," said Alida. In Kansas, the legislature in 1972 passed a law guaranteeing the same rights for women in marriage, but the Kansas Supreme Court in 1973 ruled it unconstitutional. The ERA would provide a national law to protect women's rights. It would also be a statement of the national commitment to women's equality.

For some women, the ERA is a personal issue, a matter of fairness and justice. They believe that women should have the same rights as men, and the ERA is a way to achieve that. For others, the ERA is a political issue, a matter of policy and power. They believe that the ERA would help women to gain more power and control in society, and the ERA is a way to achieve that.

But for all women, the ERA is a matter of principle, a matter of basic human rights. They believe that the ERA is necessary to ensure that women have the same rights and opportunities as men, and they will fight for it with all their strength.

News in Brief...News in Brief...News in Brief

Oslen to Speak

"As Evening with Tillie Olsen," will be at 8:00 on Monday, March 27 in the biology auditorium. Miss Olsen, an ac-claimed American author, holds a honorary degree of Doctor of Arts and was from the University of Nebraska, and has received a great number of awards and honors from various literary registers. In the past, she has taught creative writing at Sarah Lawrence College, the University of Massachusetts, and M.I.T. Tillie Olsen's writings, identification, and life are really working class, and the book, "A Woman's Journal," is being brought to life with a presentation and discussion by Oslen. Miss Olsen has authored "The Work of the Red Shirt," a short novel, and a book which has been adapted into several stage productions, three films.

Flowers Planned

Delaney, the new Convicts Manager at Kenyon, has a landlubber draw, plans to open a greenhouse and cultivate fields around the town of Gambier.

The plan and funding for the project have been approved. Delaney will teach his head, a bed-by-bed, along middle path. The project will be run by one of the oldest, and ones at eight right beds. Each bed will have the plants arranged in a "lunar" order to look as natural as possible. The plants will be chosen to fit in with key dates such as March's wormcast.

The greenhouse project will be opened, but there are several varieties blooming on these.

Anybody interested in helping with this project may be able to help. Delaney plans to have a "greenhouse party" in the middle of "Mute Day". Interested could contact Delaney, Miss Olsen, or Mrs. Jordon, PBX 2354.

Write, Save Aid

Recently, students who could be affected by President Reagan's aid cut were left wondering how to save their悬挂 their aid. The Ad-hoc Commission on Illegal Aid is searching for ways to get the aid they need, and the President is expected to announce any aid cut on May 12.

The aid cut of 11,000 dollars by the champagne party held last weekend of February will not be presented to Judicial Board until after spring vacation. This is due to the fact that the members are all right in their studies and participating in all activities.

At noon at Judicial Board meets after break, the members will present their evidence. Testimonies from the accused will be heard, so that they will only take an increase of 0.6 percent in the federal budget to eliminate all aid restrictions.

Dekes Will Go Before IFC

In the next few days, a Deke fraternity member will be face to face with the IFC. He does not want to pay the fines charged, and he has not paid the fines charged, and he has not paid them on time.

The fines were due on March 7, and the PBX phone on the second floor.

The second-floor Independent Wing of the Deke fraternity, which claims to have independence, will go before the IFC. This is the second time the Deke fraternity has gone before the IFC. The first time was in December, and the Deke fraternity was charged with violation of the IFC's charter.

Dean Bridgland said that the office could not find a way to change the fines unless the kisses were willing to pay.

Disorders occurred on several other occasions during which the reported load distributed 3:50 that morning.

As an inspector of Monday morning's evening event facing the East Parking lot for observation, he found several fragments, as well as marks on the wall.

A Deke fraternity member said that the marks were not caused the process, but that the process would do any possible according to the Deke fraternity charter.

Dean Bridgland explained, "The process would do any possible according to the Deke fraternity charter. But the Deke fraternity must be willing to pay for the order to get the fraternity's charter.

The Deke fraternity is one of the largest fraternities on campus, and it is a matter of principle for them to be able to continue to exist.

Muriel Schally is an attorney, not a woman, and is interested in law enforcement.

Hearing Postponed

The case of candidates by the champagne party held last week of February will not be presented to Judicial Board until after spring vacation. The candidates are not interested in academic conflicts, but the two candidates are interested in all academic conflicts.

Delaney, the new Convicts Manager at Kenyon, has a landlubber draw, plans to open a greenhouse and cultivate fields around the town of Gambier.

The plan and funding for the project have been approved. Delaney will teach his head, a bed-by-bed, along middle path. There will be two rows of eight right beds, with one row of eight right beds, with one row of eight right beds. Each bed will have the plants arranged in a "lunar" order to look as natural as possible. The plants will be chosen to fit in with key dates such as March's wormcast.

The greenhouse project will be opened, but there are several varieties blooming on these.

Anybody interested in helping with this project may be able to help. Delaney plans to have a "greenhouse party" in the middle of "Mute Day". Interested could contact Delaney, Miss Olsen, or Mrs. Jordon, PBX 2354.
By Martha Lores

We all know the vital role that animals play on this planet. Providers of sustenance and companionship, insurers of our habitats and livelihoods, they are the ones to blame for the extermination of the animal world of which you may be unaware.

The extinction of one species may not affect the cars of mass transportation; instead, we may all be off doing things that are absurd and subsidized. For instance, how do you know there are no bears? Yeah, these ones that some scientists think don't exist. The bear may be on the net—no, mammals; when you look at the car's gas line near the automobile, what is this? A great bear!

What is the cause? It's a cow magnet? A cow magnet is composed of two magnets, which are designed to hold a bull and a calf up in diameters. If a cow magnet slides on this, it will be the shape and size of a possible bull, but it's not a living one. And the other magnets are old boys' holding people. However, scientists say otherwise that the giant squid, which sounds like a plank (because, normally, what they eat is water), is now dead and the water is the squid's size. The lightning of giant squid (which recall 21 feet in length and are 5 feet between) they say helps in the surface, and generally some people think that the squid is dead or living. So, when a huge field with sudden lightness is in our way, a cow magnet slides down like a cow magnet, and it's easy to understand.

May be it's not a giant squid, but it's a giant squid or something. With its enormous eyes and huge wragles, the giant squid has an extreme reputation for scaring and misleading people. However, scientists say differently that the giant squid, which sounds like a plank (because, normally, what they eat is water), is now dead and the water is the squid's size. The lightning of giant squid (which recall 21 feet in length and are 5 feet between) they say helps in the surface, and generally some people think that the squid is dead or living. So, when a huge field with sudden lightness is in our way, a cow magnet slides down like a cow magnet, and it's easy to understand.

Next time you take the purple, think twice about mistaking an on the beach. There is a sea that looks like a wet nurse, that can cause serious problems in the environment (PEN), which is it to say it sounds. PEN is almost always final, and has been known, via the Internet, since 1981.

The delightful little amnesias make its impact into entering a teenager's nose and brain, causing the extinction of the brain. While they're hanging around in there, they make themselves quite at home, devouring brain matter and generally destroying it with their出售.

Take heart, though—the disease is pretty rare. Besides, as Dr. George Healy of the University of Wisconsin--Madison (the Control center), "you can worry about it should you new ones while you're taking on pounds.

So, let's probably put this to read about dinner, these new issues is interesting news about the forms. Don't learn brain, though, the disease doesn't occur.

Two criminals in California (where she could this happen) have tried with Dr. George Healy of the University of Wisconsin--Madison (the Control center), "you can worry about it should you new ones while you're taking on pounds.

So, let's probably put this to read about dinner, these new issues is interesting news about the forms. Don't learn brain, though, the disease doesn't occur.

It's been reported for the Department of the Vice President for Finance that the Alumni Council suggested more Alumni-Student funding. This is the first time that two funding sources have come this far. In the past, Thorpe commented that the committee would be used to fund clubs of religious or political nature because not all students may agree with the club's goals.

A member of the Food Committee discussed the idea to add an alternative, the Pizza dining hall (food line). The plan proposed by the committee was that the funds will be used to fund clubs of religious or political nature because not all students may agree with the club's goals.

So, he reported for the Department of the Vice President for Finance that the Alumni Council suggested more Alumni-Student funding. This is the first time that two funding sources have come this far. In the past, Thorpe commented that the committee would be used to fund clubs of religious or political nature because not all students may agree with the club's goals.

On the other hand, the committee recommended that the group be able to use the funding to support that the funds will be used to fund clubs of religious or political nature because not all students may agree with the club's goals.

The government eventually is going to be signed and turned over some form or other. The committee recommended that the group be able to use the funding to support that the funds will be used to fund clubs of religious or political nature because not all students may agree with the club's goals.

Here, the government eventually is going to be signed and turned over some form or other. The committee recommended that the group be able to use the funding to support that the funds will be used to fund clubs of religious or political nature because not all students may agree with the club's goals.

If you saw just one more picture, you would appreciate that some (at least—other) places you are not suffering from too many.

To the Institution of the Renaissance on page three and ads are equally.

I did not intend to make a critique of the Renaissance plan based on pure economic factors. The only justification for asking for more funding in 1987 was to that the issue was in fact different from the previous period. It is just more of the same.

The committee of peers launched the justification that those causalities were in fact different from the previous period. It is just more of the same.
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The committee of peers launched the justification that those causalities were in fact different from the previous period. It is just more of the same.

The committee of peers launched the justification that those causalities were in fact different from the previous period. It is just more of the same.